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Millions of readers have thrilled by bestselling authors Bill O’Reilly and historian Martin Dugard's
Killing Kennedy and Killing Lincoln, page-turning works of nonfiction that have changed the way
we read history.Now the anchor of The O’Reilly Factor details the events leading up to the
murder of the most influential man in history: Jesus of Nazareth. Nearly two thousand years after
this beloved and controversial young revolutionary was brutally killed by Roman soldiers, more
than 2.2 billion human beings attempt to follow his teachings and believe he is God. Killing Jesus
will take readers inside Jesus’s life, recounting the seismic political and historical events that
made his death inevitable – and changed the world forever.

About the AuthorBILL O'REILLY is a trailblazing TV journalist who has experienced
unprecedented success on cable news and in writing eighteen national number-one bestselling
nonfiction books. There are more than eighteen million books in the Killing series in print. He
lives on Long Island.MARTIN DUGARD is the New York Times bestselling author of several
books of history, among them the Killing series, Into Africa, and Taking Paris. He and his wife live
in Southern California.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Killing JesusA
HistoryBy Bill O'Reilly, Martin DugardHenry Holt and CompanyContentsTitle Page,Copyright
Notice,Dedication,A Note to Readers,Book I: The World of Jesus,Book II: Behold the Man,Book
III: If You Are the Son of God, Take Yourself Off This
Cross,Afterword,Postscript,Notes,Sources,Acknowledgments,Illustration Credits,Index,About
the Authors,Copyright,Also by Bill O'Reilly and Martin Dugard,CHAPTER 1BETHLEHEM,
JUDEAMARCH, 5 B.C.MORNINGThe child with thirty-six years to live is being hunted.Heavily
armed soldiers from the capital city of Jerusalem are marching to this small town, intent on
finding and killing the baby boy. They are a mixed-race group of foreign mercenaries from
Greece, Gaul, and Syria. The child's name, unknown to them, is Jesus, and his only crime is that
some believe he will be the next king of the Jewish people. The current monarch, a dying half-
Jewish, half-Arab despot named Herod, is so intent on ensuring the baby's death that his army
has been ordered to murder every male child under the age of two years in Bethlehem. None of
the soldiers knows what the child's mother and father look like, or the precise location of his
home, thus the need to kill every baby boy in the small town and surrounding area. This alone
will guarantee the extermination of the potential king.It is springtime in Judea, the peak of
lambing season. The rolling dirt road takes the army past thick groves of olive trees and
shepherds tending their flocks. The soldiers' feet are clad in sandals, their legs are bare, and
they wear the skirtlike pteruges to cover their loins. The young men sweat profusely beneath the
plates of armor on their chests and the tinned bronze attic helmets that cover the tops of their
heads and the sides of their faces.The soldiers are well aware of Herod's notorious cruelty and



his penchant for killing anyone who would try to threaten his throne. But there is no moral debate
about the right or wrong of slaughtering infants. Nor do the soldiers question whether they will
have the nerve to rip a screaming child from his mother's arms and carry out the execution.
When the time comes, they will follow orders and do their jobs — or risk being immediately killed
for insubordination.The sword's blade is how they plan to dispatch the babies. All soldiers are
armed with the Judean version of the razor-sharp pugio and gladius preferred by the Roman
legions, and they wear their weapons attached to the waist. Their method of murder, however,
will not be restricted to the dagger or sword. Should they wish, Herod's soldiers can also use a
skull-crushing stone, hurl the baby boys off a cliff en masse, or just wrap their fists around the
infants' windpipes and strangle them.The cause of death is not important. What matters most is
one simple fact: king of the Jews or not, the infant must die.* * *Meanwhile, in Jerusalem, King
Herod gazes out a palace window toward Bethlehem, anxiously awaiting confirmation of the
slaughter. In the cobbled streets below him, the Roman-appointed king sees the crowded
bazaars, where vendors sell everything from water and dates to tourist trinkets and roast lamb.
The walled city of some eighty thousand residents packed into less than a single square mile is
a crossroads of the eastern Mediterranean. With one sweep of his eyes, Herod can s
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The Curmudgeon, “GREAT HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHIC REVIEW. This is another great
book by O'Reilly. It follows his style of writing history in a nonfiction manner, which makes it
highly readable. It is largely based on the Bible, which is technically not a historical work. But
there was no mention of Christ in Roman records of the time so there is no alternative.
Nevertheless, it is a clear and readable summary of the New Testament. It also gives the
historical and geographical background to this era.The book basically starts with the era of
Julius Caesar, even though he died before Christ was born. At this point the Roman Republic
had conquered most of the territory that would comprise the Roman Empire. The area known
today as Israel was then part of the Roman province of Judea which contained today's Israel,
Palestine, and western Jordan.Civil war erupted in the Roman Republic in 49 BC when Caesar
crossed the Rubicon River with his soldiers back into Italian territory after his victories in Gaul.
Italy was considered the homeland of the Roman Republic and generals were not permitted to
bring their troops there. General Pompey led the opposing Roman establishment against
General Caesar but was defeated. Caesar had chased the Pompey forces to Egypt and soon
entered into an affair with Cleopatra, the seductive last queen of Egypt which then was a Greek
Macedonian outpost. The Senate then gave Caesar the title of Permanent Ruler (aka Dictator)
where Rome had been previously governed by temporary rulers. The more aristocratic senators
rebelled and led by Senator Brutus assassinated Caesar in 44 BC in the Senate on the Ides of
March.A second civil war ensued with Caesar's nephew Octavian on one side and Marc Antony
on the other. Cleopatra switched sides because Octavian was sickly while Antony was an
experienced warrior. But Octavian had greater support and eventually won the war with a naval
battle at Actium (near Greece) in 31 BC. This led to Antony and Cleopatra committing suicide.
Octavian then became the first emperor but the title used was Princeps (first citizen) and
Augustus (revered) not Dictator.After explaining this tangle of events O'Reilly moves on to the
birth of Jesus which apparently now is considered to have occurred in 5 BC. At that time the
area was ruled by the Herod the Great, a Jewish king whose semiautonomous state comprised
the Roman province of Judea and who was subordinate to the Roman governor there. Christ
was born in Bethlehem when his parents were on their annual Passover pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, something that was required of Jews back then. After Herod died, the Romans
divided his kingdom into four provinces called Galilee (home of Nazareth), Samaria (home of the
Samaritans), Judea (home of Jerusalem), and Peraea (western Jordan). The new Jewish sub-
ruler of Galilee was also called Herod so it can be confusing knowing what Herod is being
mentioned in history. Every one of these new provinces had a Roman governor and the one in
Judea was Pontius Pilate.The rest of the story covers the life of Jesus and, as said above,
provides a great summary of the New Testament. After a life as a carpenter, Jesus became a
preacher in Galilee and railed against the Jewish religious elites in Jerusalem such as the
Pharisees and Sadducees who profited off the poor. The climax began in 30 AD when Jesus



and his disciples entered Jerusalem on the Sunday before Passover for the celebration there.
Jesus was mobbed wherever he went as he had created a large following among the poor. The
religious elites started plotting to kill him but could not take the risk of arresting him in public
during daylight. They were eventually able to arrest him at night when Judas betrayed him for
thirty pieces of silver by revealing his location.The religious elites sentenced Christ to death for
blasphemy because he claimed he was the Son of God. But they could not have him executed
without the permission of Pontius Pilate. He initially did not want to be bothered with a Jewish
religious dispute but the religious elites put nonstop pressure on him. Pilate eventually agreed to
the execution on the basis that Christ had committed treason against the Roman Empire by
claiming he was the King of the Jews. Christ was then crucified on the Friday before Passover.
The Jews never accepted him and claim he was a false prophet. The historical story ends here
but O'Reilly adds a small religious version at the end.The story of Jesus is one that occurs
constantly in history. He was a religious rebel representing the underclass who challenged the
Jewish religious elites. The story of Caesar was similar as he also represented the lower orders
against the upper aristocracy. Both met the same fate when the elites counterattacked. The
main difference is that Caesar's forces ultimately triumphed and established the Roman Empire
which lasted almost 500 tears. Judea did not rise again until 1948 when the Israel was
established, largely due to the influence of the United States.”

BillyBob64, “Great and entertaining book but lots of errors both biblical and secular!. I am
wavering a good bit between 3 stars and 4. I easily give it a 4 just as being an entertaining book
about a subject I love and study a lot. I particularly enjoyed all of the unexpected history thrown
in about Julius Caesar up in Germany as well as Tiberius on Capri and Caligula. That was good
stuff and I don't know enough about that to easily recognize errors or debatable issues. Just like
when I read his book on Patton, I really have no way of knowing if he is making an error, I don't
know enough about it and am pretty much going to accept his word on it. But in this book about
Jesus, the errors piled up. Some of these errors are based on a conflict with the Bible, and I
don't feel he has any more reliable source available to him regarding Jesus than the eye witness
reports given in the Gospels. Other errors are just plain old secular history errors, although
admittedly I could be the one who is wrong. Though in the case of this subject, I doubt it.For one
example from the bible, on page 171 Bill says, from John 7:4 per his end note, : " The disciples
are so eager for Jesus to come with them and publicly announce that he is the Christ that they
give him a piece of advice, something they have never done before. ' Go to Jerusalem' they beg
before setting out. 'No one who wants to become a public figure acts in secret. Since you are
doing these things, show yourself to the world'".But, John 7 actually says "1 After these things
Jesus was walking in Galilee, for He was unwilling to walk in Judea because the Jews were
seeking to kill Him. 2 Now the feast of the Jews, the Feast of Booths, was near.3 Therefore His
brothers said to Him, "Leave here and go into Judea, so that Your disciples also may see Your
works which You are doing. 4 For no one does anything in secret when he himself seeks to be



known publicly. If You do these things, show Yourself to the world." 5 For not even His brothers
were believing in Him.".His BROTHERS, who did NOT believe in Him, not His disciples who did
believe in Him, wanted Him to go. This was either said sarcastically by His unbelieving brothers,
or just because they wanted Him out of their home area, either because they were jealous of
Him or worried that He would bring trouble down on their heads as well as His own. They would
be happy for Him to go to Jerusalem and be killed. His disciples actually wanted Him to stay out
of Jerusalem because they knew the Jewish religious leaders wanted to kill Him, as was clearly
stated a few pages later in John Chapter 11:7 "Then after this He said to the disciples, "Let us
go to Judea again." 8 The disciples *said to Him, "Rabbi, the Jews were just now seeking to
stone You, and are You going there again?" "So folks, that is a pretty big mistake, confusing what
His unbelieving brothers wanted Him to do with what His believing followers wanted Him to do. It
shows a basic lack of understanding of the Bible, which is by far our #1 source of info about the
life of Jesus.But "wait" you say? This is just me making some faith based or theological claim,
and O'Reilly is only dealing with known facts. Well 1st I will ask you "just where did O'Reilly get
such info as the above?". He could get it nowhere but the Bible which he has misquoted or
incorrectly paraphrased. If he got it somewhere else, then THEY would have to get it from the
first source, the Bible. The only original source for that bit of info is the Bible. At 1st I just wrote
that off to Bill's Catholic bias(though of course he is not supposed to have any such bias as he is
trying to write pure history). But later- in his notes on page 273, he says the Gospels clearly state
Jesus had 4 brothers and names them, and then Bill clearly states that the doctrine of Mary's
being eternally a virgin- thus no other children but Jesus- was first put forth 4 centuries after
Jesus lived by an early leader in the church named Simon. So, I don't know why he called Jesus'
brothers His disciples. (EDIT: since, despite his Catholicism, he states the Gospels clearly say
Jesus had brothers and names them and that the eternal virgin doctrine comes 4 centuries later-
so, he likely did not make this error because of his personal belief that Jesus had no brothers)
Because Jesus' brothers were not at all disciples until after Jesus' resurrection. This is a pretty
major misquote of the Bible.So, what about secular errors? O'Reilly often writes about/quotes
the famous Jewish historian Josephus, who was mainly famous for being an eye witness to the
destruction of Jerusalem and burning of the same Temple Jesus worshipped in 40 years after
the crucifixion of Jesus and just as Jesus had prophesied 40 years earlier. If I understand it
correctly, Josephus witnessed this destruction in the year 70AD, and wrote about it roughly 5+
years later in Wars of the Jews, about 75. Then he wrote Antiquities of the Jews about 95AD,
which is( I'm fairly sure) the one in which he wrote about Herod Antipas and John the Baptist.
John the Baptist would have been executed between AD26-36, a short time before Jesus was
executed, most likely close to 29 or 30AD. But on page 152, O'Reilly writes that TEN years after
the Baptist is executed, Josephus wrote that Herod Antipas lost his kingdom because God
punished him for beheading John the Baptist. So that means Josephus would have written this
about 40AD, about 10 years after the Baptist's death. Since the history books say that Josephus
would have been about 3 years old in 40AD, and since he did not author Wars for another 30



years or Antiquities for another 55 years, I seriously doubt what O'Reilly says there. Please
correct me if I am wrong.So OK, maybe that is just a typo like I make all the time, a proof reading
failure. Maybe he meant 30 or 50 years later, and hit the 1 key rather than the 5 by mistake. But I
swear it seems like I see some error like that about every 30 pages or so at least. Or at least way
too many. EDIT: How about one more(or maybe actually two) for the road? In note #3 on Kindle
page 273, he writes "The Jewish homeland was first known as Israel, a "promised land"........the
northern part of the Kingdom fell in 722 B.c. to the Philistines.......". Ok, the part about the land
first being called Israel is correct if he means it was called this after the Israelites invaded under
Joshua after being freed from Egypt and roaming in the desert for 40 years. But of course it was
first called Canaan and or any number of other names according to the tribes who held it- places
clearly named in the Bible and secular history- before the Israelites arrived in about 1400 B.C. or
thereabouts. (and who knows what it was called before Canaan?) OK, so that is a technicality,
maybe Bill meant "called Israel AFTER the Israelites took it". But the part about falling to the
Philistines in 722 B.C. is simply not correct. The date is correct, but Israel(the northern kingdom)
fell to the Assyrians, not to the Philistines.But most of these errors- as numerous as they are- are
pretty minor and few if any of them change the essential message of the Gospels, even though
O'Reilly tries to approach the subject from a neutral ground, that of a historian. And again, all the
info about Rome and Pilate and the debauched emperors was extremely interesting. So despite
the many- but mostly minor- errors- I still found the book an entertaining read and recommend it.
But for accurate and true details about the life of Jesus, use the Gospels and the rest of the Bible
as your first source. Of course! And after that, maybe Josephus if you are up for the task of
another LONG read!Bill”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Book. This book is written in a historic perspective of the life of
Christ. Bill O'Reilly writes it as if he's reporting as it happens which I really like. He also received
a bunch of negative feedback from Christian pastors, but that's because it isn't written to convert
anybody, or in a religious context. I love reading about the historical premise of Christ, how and
why the Jewish hierarchy had in in for Christ, and how the Romans responded and why. They
had many people proclaiming to be a savior, but many of them were rebels who wanted to fight
the Roman occupation.The Jews saw him as somebody to shake up the Jewish institution and
the power these leaders possessed, and as a third influencer, Herod's input and the reasoning
behind it. This is a book about all of that stuff, and how and why these entities responded to
Jesus' actions and popularity. This is one of my very favorite books I have ever read, and
remember, it's a History based and not a faith based book.”

Gene, “Well written review of the life and death of Jesus.. I chose to call this book a Review,
rather than History or Biography. The writers presented a concise and well thought out look at
all that transpired in the life of The Son of Man. The historical record was searched and many
facts presented.If you're expecting new information about Jesus Christ, you'll be disappointed,



unless you've never studied His life before.I do recommend Killing Jesus as a very effective and
entertaining book.”

irishpropheticart, “I recommend this book for Christians-does not insult the Gospels and is not
heresy.. I must say I wen into this book with a guard up,fearing the Gospels were going to get
'trashed' with hearsay and writer's liberties. I was surprised.Quality book on the history of the
period and age of Christ Jesus.Because majority of the source material is from the Holy Bible
you learn a great deal of the Bible or refreshed in a newer outlook but not heresy.”

Andy, “The Life and Death of Jesus Christ. A really interesting thought provoking read. Really
puts the life of Jesus Christ into modern day language and easily understood. Written far better
than any bible, perhaps the Anglican Community should suggest that this book is a must for all
you have a faith.”

Johnc, “Good condition of book as described by seller.. Interesting take on Roman history and
the birth of Christianity.”

P. R. Pearson, “Death of Jesus. Offers a very different take on the Jesus story but not being
biased it is very graphic in the details, especially concerning the Romans Empire. If you are
interested in this life it is a good read.”

Sue Johnson, “Arrived in good cvondition. A book I will read asap, have quite a few to get
through!”

The book by Grace Chang has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 13,154 people have provided feedback.
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